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Program Note

“I’m v worried about dubstep lol”
- Nicolas Roulive

Performance Notes

Electronics

SAURUS is performed together with a prerecorded audio part. 
The audio is played back through a pair of speakers placed far 
apart on the stage for a wide stereo image. If the speakers lack 
sufficient bass, then an additional sub-woofer should be used. 

The electronics should be loud enough to where the listener 
should feel the bass vibrate in their body, but not so loud as to 
render the trombones feeling secondary or inaudible. 

Room

The performance room should ideally have moderate acoustics.
Not completely dead like a blackbox, but drier than a large 
hall. 

Placements

The musicians should be placed either far away from each 
other on stage, or if the hall permits; on opposite left/right sides
of the audience (ideally on balconies!!!). See diagram below.

Notations

Scratchy ‘noisy’ graphic -
something happening in
the tape part

Numbers in the tape part show time in the audiofile

2 line staves – non-exact
note-height/pitch.

Square notehead – air sound only, no pitch (on 2 line staves, 
the line would correspond to the brightest air sound possible 
and the bottom line the darkest air sound possible)

X noteheads – striking the bell

Notes in paranthesis – sing notes through
trombone

Arrow noteheads – as low/high as possible

‘%’ sign – repeated
content of last bar

No noteheads – repetition of previous note

Other

Mutes required:
Plunger
Harmon

Ideally one of the performers should start and stop the audio 
file, not an audio technician/the composer)

A little info about the piece (not to be inlcuded in program)

SAURUS is a result of severe time constrains, unfortunate 
circumstances and writers block. The piece recycles previously
used materials from my other pieces (Recordings of 
Cranetown, Orbit, I sleep therefore I am, Cities &, Who’s to 
say the aliens aren’t beasts?, Shortwave and Mareld) which 
have been remixed into a tape part together with recordings on 
a Random*Source Serge modular synthesizer.

The piece was very much made with the mindset of ‘I really 
need to get this done, I have no time to be too serious’ and 
performers should keep the same mindset when performing. 
Not that one shouldn’t try to play it was well as possible of 
course, but rather that it’s important to not always take oneself 
too seriously.

------------------------------------------------------------------------

The piece was composed for RAGE THORMBONES for the 
Kalv Festival.

Special thanks to my friend Nicolas Roulive for supporting my 
descent into silliness.

For any further questions about the piece, and to receive the 
electronic part, contact the composer at

Anton Lindström
antonrunelindstrom@gmail.com
+46720367930

(Like all of my recent pieces, I give up my 
copyright/ownership of this piece. Feel free to perform it, 
redistribute it, alter it etc. Rather keep it alive without my 
involvement than further the ridiculous idea that sounds 
somehow belong to someone. (though if you feel like crediting 
me when performing or talking about it, I would of course 
appreciate it! :) ) 
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